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2014 Survey of Candidates for Federal Nominations
in Select Alberta Rid ings

The Canadian Taxpayers Federation (CTF) invites you to complete the attached five-
question survey in order to better inform voters & CTF supporters of your policy
positions.

While we appreciate that candidates may find a “yes” or “no” answer restrictive, this
survey is meant as a short “cheat sheet” for use by voters and CTF supporters. If you
still find this too restrictive, please still give a “yes” or “no,” but feel free to leave a
short comment of 50 words or less that we can post on our website.

Please be advised that all survey responses must be submitted by 12:00 PM on April
1, 2014. Please send your response to CTF Alberta Director, Derek Fildebrandt by
email at dfildebrandt@taxl e om If you have any questions, please feel free to
contact us at this email address or by phone at 1-800-661-0187.

Thank you, and good luck in your campaign.

Derek Fildebrandt,

Alberta Director
Canadian Taxpayers Federation



Name: Aicev
Party: Covevv+v
Electoral District: C I a q) H’ 1/

Email: vO2 -1

Phone: IO3 - -

Please circle “yes” or “no.” If further explanation is required, please leave a
comment of 50 words or less.

1. If elected MP, will you post all of your MP expenses individualized and with
receipts — online, using the model established by the Government ofAlberta?

Yes No
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2. If elected MP, will you support the establishment of a federal “sunshine list,”
disclosing the salaries, wages, pension contributions, and other cash benefits
of all federal employees earning $100,000 or more, indexed to inflation?

No
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3. If elected MP, will you support and advocate for a lower, simpler, flatter
federal income tax?

“Yes No
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4. If elected MP, will you oppose any potential increase in the federal gas and
diesel taxes?

/Y No,

S. If elected MP, will you oppose government going into debt for any reason
other than major wars or natural disasters, including borrowing for
infrastructure assets?

(“Yes No
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